Guided Imagery and Relaxation Audio for Children with Cancer: Development and Evaluation
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ABSTRACT

The study aims to develop, validate and evaluate a Guided Imagery and Relaxation (GIR) audio in Bahasa Malaysia, serving as one of the coping tools for children with cancer. Based on extensive review, GIR script was developed by a clinical psychologist. Panels of experts including pediatric oncologists and psychiatrists conducted initial assessment at multiple stages of hearing sessions. The final version of the audio was pre-recorded in MP3 player for evaluation. Face and content validation of 3 × approximately 5 minutes duration of GIR audio series were obtained via experts’ reports. Twenty-three participants (5 adults, 18 children with cancer) listened to the audio and completed evaluation form. All adult evaluators gave positive remarks on the script, narration and recording quality. As for the children, 100% completed audio-hearing and majority (66.7% - 88.9%) were able to imagine well without falling asleep and in some way were positively affected by the imagery-induced relaxation audio. Majority was not disturbed during the hearing sessions (66.7%), will hear it again (83.3%) and found it enjoyable (88.8%). This is the first known study developing GIR audio in Bahasa Malaysia which is feasible, enjoyable and beneficial for children that warrants efficacy study.
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1. Introduction

Hospitalization is a highly distressing experience, particularly for children with chronic, debilitating illness such as cancer. Studies have continued to suggest that children with cancer have significantly more psychological problems than other children in the community [1]; they experience at different phases of the illness, due to multiple different factors. Psychological interventional tools, such as guided imagery and relaxation aid to improve coping with children of this population.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Psychological Effects of Childhood Cancer

There are multiple phases of the illness that may trigger emotional response in children whom are diagnosed to have cancer. Therapy for haematological malignancies consists of systemic chemotherapy which may span over 6 months to 3 years depending upon the stage of disease at diagnosis. Therapy is intensive in the first 2 months followed by intermediate phase and maintenance phase. Therapy for solid tumors consists of systemic chemotherapy with surgery and/or radiation therapy depending on the stage of disease at diagnosis. The therapy is intensive in the first 1 months followed by surgery and intermediate phase.

The initial phase is the most stressful [2] where the children are subjected to numerous tests before a definitive diagnosis is established. Later, learning that benign physical symptoms may actually be cancer represents a major crisis situation. Tolerating separation from family and friends and the pain and anxiety of invasive medical tests are major issues for the child [3].

Once treatment has been initiated, the child must make adjustment to complex treatment schedule, frequent hospital visits and repeated medical procedures, and at the same time tolerate drugs and treatments that are toxic and make people feel sick [2]. The multimodal approach to cancer treatment incorporates surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation therapy, alone or in combination to ensure the best therapeutic outcome and increase survival. Unfortunately, these treatments may be painful, disfiguring,
frightening, and often have aversive side effects that can alter one’s physical and emotional well-being. Nausea and vomiting being very common, has also been identified as one of the major cause of distress. Together with fatigue, pain and discomfort caused by the illness and its treatment can lead to a loss of interest in normal activities.

Other factors related to specific characteristics of the illness such as degree of severity, any restrictions or pain caused by the illness or uncertainty of the prognosis, and environmental and social factors, such as availability of appropriate schooling and responses of peers to the child may also affect the children’s well-being negatively [4].

Psychological support is imperative to help children cope with the illness, and other stressful experience related to it. However, this need is often neglected due to limited time, resources, and necessary training on part of the healthcare providers. There are many psychological techniques promoting effective coping, and guided imagery and relaxation are one of those techniques.

2.2. Guided Imagery Relaxation in Children

Guided imagery refers to a range of techniques from simple visualization and direct imagery-based suggestion through metaphor and storytelling. It is a psychological intervention tool that generates positive sensation and emotion through mental imagination to induce a state of psychological and physiological relaxation. It is one form of self-regulation therapy during which a state of deep relaxation is induced using progressive muscle relaxation (PMR) which allows the subject to then be guided in actively creating images that facilitate resolution of certain targeted problems. This differs from hypnosis in that the child, through imagery, creates his own solution to the problem rather than the therapist offering suggestions for change. This process is felt to be especially effective in children because of their ability to have creative, active imaginations with a high degree of suggestibility [5-7].

Increasingly, child-development experts are recognizing the importance of imagination and the role it plays in understanding reality [8]. They proposed that the children learn and understand best when they are imagining, day-dreaming or role-playing. Imagination is necessary for learning about people and events we do not directly experience, such as history or events on the other side of the world. For young children, it allows them to ponder the future, such as what they want to do when they grow up.

2.3. Clinical Evidence of Guided Imagery and Relaxation

Guided imagery has been used increasingly by healthcare providers in the medical field with impressive results. This is particularly true not only with cancer patients but also with patients who have other medical concerns such as stroke, recurrent abdominal pain, osteoarthritis, asthma, and chronic fatigue syndrome [9]. The techniques have been shown to reduce anxiety in surgical patients. In cancer patients in particular, these psychological therapies have been proven to be effective in reducing patients’ distress and widely accepted by both the patients and also physicians [10-13].

Interestingly, GIR has been identified as one of the ten most frequently recommended complementary cancer therapies [14]. Unfortunately, most of our paediatric population in general, and paediatric oncology patients in specific are not exposed to such psychologically directed therapy mostly due to unavailability of such a tool in local language.

2.4. Objectives and Hypothesis

The study’s objective was to develop a GIR audio in Bahasa Malaysia as an interventional psychological tool for children and to pilot test it to paediatric oncology patients in hope to improve the patient’s well-being as a whole. In particular, this paper focuses on the development and validation of the GIR audio as well as the evaluation of the acceptance of both paediatric oncology patients and child experts of various fields.

It was hypothesized that the Malay language guided imagery and relaxation audio is producible, acceptable to expert and participants, feasible and valid to be used as psychological intervention tool for Malaysian pediatric oncology children.

3. Methods

3.1. Setting and Participants

This is part of a larger study which was conducted at Health Campus, Hospital Universiti Sains Malaysia (HUSM). Two groups of participants involved, namely children with cancer and child experts. A total of 18 children participated in this study. They are children diagnosed with cancer and under active treatment for cancer. The inclusion criteria were the child is treated for any kind of cancer in HUSM, between 7 - 15 years old, is cognitively capable to participate in this study which means the child is generally able to understand instructions and attend school age appropriately, speaks and understand Bahasa Malaysia adequately, whom parent is consented, and commits to complete the entire audio hearing sessions. The exclusion criteria were the child is very sick during the study as verified by pediatric oncologists and whom parent is not consented. The dropped off criteria were child refuses to complete the audio hearing sessions, withdraws their consent, critically ill
after enrollment and passed away before completion of study. The child experts include 2 pediatricians, 1 child psychiatrist, 1 parent and 1 staff nurse, chosen based on their substantial experience dealing with children with cancer.

3.2. Development of Guided Imagery and Relaxation (GIR) in Audio in Bahasa Malaysia

Based on extensive review [8,9,15] an imagery-induced relaxation script for children in Bahasa Malaysia was developed. The initial script consist of sequence of deep breathing instructions, followed by imagination involving multiple senses such as touch, smell, sight, sound and taste, and at the end there was component of healing before the child is brought back to reality. The whole script runs for about 30 minutes. Script, narration, and recording quality were assessed through hearing sessions. Script, narration, and recording quality were assessed through hearing sessions. Hearing and evaluation sessions were conducted at multiple stages by panels of experts including psychologist, pediatric oncologists and child psychiatrist. Comments and suggestions for improvement were taken into consideration and changes were made accordingly. For example, a single script of 30 minutes running time was later divided into 3 parts, to capture adequate attention and concentration on part of the listener (i.e. child). Reconciliations were made and total of 4 times of audio recording had to be done before the final imagery-induced relaxation scripts were produced. Based on the script, an instrumental background music which was composed by a music teacher who has several years of experiences composing music for children was inserted. The script was then recorded into audio format and downloaded into MP3 player to be used as a tool in the main study.

The script was recited by a clinical psychologist with appropriate instrumental background music. The final version of GIR script started with breathing technique followed by a short progressive muscle relaxation sequence. Then the children were guided through a fantasy journey in which they imagine flying up high in the sky passing through the peaceful places. Incorporated in the script was the power of the Creator to promote the power of healing, feeling of reliant and subsequently perceived strength. Finally, they were brought back into the reality slowly by descending down from the sky. The GIR audio has 3 versions; each using different imagination stimuli namely “The Balloon”, “The Flower Garden” and “The Flying Carpet” but all consisted of similar setting and sequence. The runtime for each version is 5:35 minutes, 5:36 minutes and 5:26 minutes respectively. This relaxation technique was chosen because imaginative approach may induce relaxation, emotional comfort and somatic reactions indirectly by influencing children’s cognitions.

3.3. Protocol and Procedures

Approval from Universiti Sains Malaysia’s ethical committee and written informed consent from the parents of the children were obtained. Children who fulfilled the inclusion criteria of the main study were recruited. A medical officer doing a postgraduate program in paediatrics and two psychology students were trained by the principal researcher who is a clinical psychologist to assist the child to operate the MP3 player to listen to the audio and to complete the evaluation questionnaire.

3.4. Analysis

Face and content validation of the GIR script was established through child experts’ reports of the GIR audio as an intervention tool. A tool assessment form consisted of stem of items on appropriateness of the script, length and the sequencing, the narrator factors such as clarity of the tone of voice and pacing of the voice, and also the recording quality and background music. The experts were required to give comments on the GIR audio as a whole. In addition, both child experts and children with cancer completed the evaluation form after listening to the GIR audio.

4. Results

4.1. Descriptive Analysis of Children Participants

Eighteen (N = 18) patients participated in this study. All patients were children diagnosed with various types of cancer and undergoing active treatment for cancer in the pediatric oncology ward 6 Utara, HUSM. No patients were excluded.

Majority of children were female (61.1%) and with a mean age of 9 years old (range 6 - 13 years old). Out of 18 children, 61.1% are diagnosed to have leukemia and 50% of them are currently under intermediate phase of chemotherapy. The mean duration of illness for the children in this study was 9 months. As for the family background, most of them come from family with monthly income group in between Ringgit Malaysia (RM) RM1001.00 - RM5000.00 (44.4%). Fifty percent of fathers working as laborer and majority of mothers were not working (55.6%). The demographic data is presented in Table 1.

4.2. Face and Content Validation

Face and content validation were obtained via reports from experts. For this purpose, 2 pediatricians, 1 child psychiatrist, 1 parent, and 1 staff nurse were given MP3 prerecorded with GIR and were asked to give feedback...
Table 1. Demographic data of children participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>7 (38.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>11 (61.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of cancer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leukemia</td>
<td>11 (61.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphoma</td>
<td>1 (5.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid tumor</td>
<td>6 (33.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage of chemotherapy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Induction</td>
<td>1 (5.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>9 (50.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance</td>
<td>8 (44.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly income (RM)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;1000</td>
<td>5 (27.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1001 - 5000</td>
<td>8 (44.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5000</td>
<td>5 (27.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father’s education level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>11 (61.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary</td>
<td>7 (38.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother’s education level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>1 (5.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>9 (50.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary</td>
<td>8 (44.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father’s occupation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>5 (27.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laborer</td>
<td>9 (50.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>4 (22.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother’s occupation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>8 (44.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not working</td>
<td>10 (55.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

on researcher-developed tool assessment form. Experts were asked to respond on three components of the GIR audio including script, narration, and recording quality.

1) Script
All experts (100%) agreed that the script was appropriate for children, comprehensible, relaxation induced and have acceptable sequencing and length.

2) Narrator
The tone of voice of the narrator, fluency and clarity was rated as acceptable by all experts. However, one expert commented on the pacing between each sentences as slow. Improvement has been made following the comment.

3) Recording quality
All experts (100%) agreed that the recording quality and background music are good and blends appropriately.

One expert was not familiar to use MP3 player, thus a brief written guideline was developed to facilitate the users. Another expert gave suggestion that more bright and cheerful elements could be added to the script to make it sounds livelier. Based on the recommendations, necessary changes were made. Overall comments were good and the experts agreed to recommend its usage to children.

4.3. Evaluation of Guided Imagery and Relaxation Audio
Evaluation forms were completed by child experts’ and children participants after listening to the GIR audio. The experts and participants evaluation are presented in Tables 2 and 3.

As for the experts’ evaluation, all of them completed the whole audio hearing, without falling asleep and claimed to be able to have clear imagination. They also felt relaxed after hearing the audio. None of them was disturbed during the hearing session.

In addition, all children participants (100%) completed the audio hearing. Majority of them (66.7% - 88.9%) was able to imagine well without falling asleep and in some way was positively affected by the imagery-induced relaxation audio. Most of them (66.7%) claimed they were not disturbed during the hearing sessions (see Table 2).

For the overall assessment, all experts (100%) agreed (i.e. responded Yes) to all stem of items inquired regarding the GIR audio. Likewise, majority of the children (66.7% - 100%) responded the same.

Almost all of the listeners agreed that the script was well written with clear description of different imaginary stimuli, and the background music was good. They admitted that they could follow through the scripts smooth-
thly, imagine clearly, and keep focus throughout the hearing session. As the audio was perceived as relaxing, enjoyable, and beneficial, they were happy to hear it again (see Table 3).

5. Discussion

This study consists of two phases where the aim of Phase I was to develop and evaluate a GIR audio in Bahasa Malaysia and in Phase II was to explore its effect on children with cancer. We report the research findings from Phase I only.

The first phase has been conducted in multiple stages with a lot of reconciliation and adjustment made before the final model of GIR audio was produced. As far as we are aware, the attempt to develop an imagery induced relaxation tool to be used in our pediatric population was the first of its kind. Furthermore, the script which was constructed in Bahasa Malaysia has never been produced before.

Undeniably, there might be other centers that have been using guided imagery relaxation technique that involves interaction session with therapist. However, this study develops a GIR audio in recorded format so that it is readily available to be used at anytime, even without the presence of a therapist. The tool that we have developed can either be used with MP3 players or constructed into a compact disc, whichever way makes it versatile and handy. As it does not require individual session with the therapist, it is more flexible as it can be practiced at home or even everywhere at the convenience of the patient. There is no need to set up hospital or clinic appointment with the therapist, no limited time schedule and basically the training can be carried out simultaneously for a larger number of patients at one time. Hence, it is more cost-effective as well.

In addition to that, comments and evaluations given by appointed child experts as well as the participants of this study towards the GIR audio were favorable and encouraging. This might just be a starting point towards establishing the GIR audio and many more of its kind in the future. It was an accomplishment to have developed a psychological intervention tool which is fun and enjoyable, and beneficial, they were happy to hear it again (see Table 3).

6. Conclusion and Implication

In summary, this study has successfully become a pioneer in developing an imagery induced relaxation audio in Bahasa Malaysia which is feasible and enjoyable by children. This is the cornerstone for future incorporation of psychological therapy into the management of patients in the clinical setting. The GIR audio in Bahasa Malaysia is now ready and available to be tested on children so that the effectiveness of the tool in improving general psychological functioning can be examined. In summary, this is the first known study developing GIR audio in Bahasa Malaysia which is feasible, enjoyable and beneficial for children that warrants efficacy study.

7. Study Limitations and Recommendations

The findings of the current study need to be set against its limitations. The guided-imagery and relaxation script was developed and later reconstructed by only four child experts including clinical psychologist, pediatric oncologists and child psychiatrist, which may suggest a prohibitively small sample size. Nevertheless, previous work using similar techniques such as mental practice as a training strategy for laparoscopic surgery, cognitive task analysis and decision mapping also used small samples of experts [16,17]. Furthermore, extensive review of existing imagery and relaxation scripts for children has been added to the breadth of the present script. A further limitation could be the subjective evaluation obtained from both child experts and children. Whilst majority reported favorable responses upon hearing the relaxation audio, the effects of listening to the audio especially on children’s state of relaxation need to be objectively measured. The second phase of the study will pilot this relaxation audio on children with cancer and examine its effectiveness. In addition, further work should consider expanding the use of guided-imagery relaxation audio in improving children’s psychological well-being in different settings, such as entering first days of schooling, and facing examination. Finally, given that existing evidence indicates imagery exercises can improve self-confidence, anxiety and level of stress [18], and empirical investigation using this newly developed guided-imagery relaxation audio in Bahasa Malaysia is warranted.
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